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Abstract: 28 Despite advances in single-cell data analysis, the dynamics and topology of the cell cycle in 29 high-dimensional gene expression space remains largely unknown. Here, we use a linear 30 analysis of transcriptome data to reveal that cells move along a circular trajectory in 31 transcriptome space during the cell cycle. This movement occurs largely independently from 32 other cellular processes. Non-cycling gene expression (changes in environment or epigenetic 33 state) adds a third dimension and causes helical motion on a hollow cylinder. The circular 34 trajectory shape indicates minimal acceleration of transcription, i.e. the cell cycle has evolved 35 to minimize changes of transcriptional activity and its entailing regulatory effort. Thus, we 36 uncover a general design principle of the cell cycle that may be of relevance to many other 37 cellular differentiation processes. 38 39 40
Main Text: 41 The cell cycle is a shared general principle of life, and core aspects of the cell cycle are 42 conserved across eukaryotes (1, 2) . However, as cell division rates vary massively across 43 species and cell types, the cell cycle also needs to be plastic and coupled to cellular physiology. 44 Despite a multitude of mechanistic studies, the topology of the cell cycle in gene expression 45 space, as well as its degree of coupling to other cellular processes, remains largely unclear (3-46 5). For instance, it is not known if the cell cycle can be described as a two-dimensional oscillator 47 or whether additional dimensions are needed, and it is not known which (if any) optimality 48 principles govern gene expression changes along the cell cycle. In recent years, pseudo-49 temporal ordering of single cell transcriptomes has emerged as a powerful method for 50 reconstruction of low-dimensional cell differentiation trajectories from high-dimensional 51 single-cell RNA-seq data (6). The progression of a cell through the cell cycle can be represented 52 as a trajectory in transcriptome space. Here, we examine transcriptomic snapshots of 53 populations of asynchronous cycling cells in order to reconstruct, quantify and interpret the cell 54 3 We were able to reproduce the results with other cell lines, including an additional 108
HeLaS3, a HEK293 and a 3T3 data set where the form of the cell cycle varies from an annulus 109 to a disc ( fig. S3 ,S4,S5). We also managed to isolate the cell cycle into an annulus in just two 110 dimensions even when utilizing all genes detected during sequencing (~10,000 genes) instead 111 of only the highly variable genes ( fig. S6 ). Hence, inclusion of additional genes into the 112 analysis, which typically increases noise levels, does not alter the characteristics of the 113 outcome. The limiting factor appears to rather be the sequencing depth because the less deeply 114 sequenced a data set is, the more noise is incorporated due to e.g. increased amounts of 115 dropouts. We hypothesize that in that case essential cell cycle information is missing for some 116 cells, causing a positioning of cells near the origin. However, cells nearby the origin of the 117 trajectory are biologically implausible as these cells would reside simultaneously in all cell 118 cycle phases (we ruled out that these cells are simply dead cells by using standard apoptosis 119 markers). 120
Overall, these results suggest that each individual cell describes a circular motion in 121 transcriptome space, and due to cell-to-cell variability the collection of all trajectories describes 122 an annulus-shaped manifold in two dimensions, or a hollow cylinder when considering three 123 dimensions. In summary, we have revealed two remarkable design principles. (a) Low 124 dimensionality: only two dimensions of the ~20,000 dimensional gene expression space are 125 used for the cell cycle (in fact the lowest possible number of dimensions), and (b) circularity 126 (the simplest and smoothest possible trajectory). 127 To further verify that the two-dimensional annulus does in fact represent the cell cycle, 128
we investigated a number of characteristics starting with GO terms relating genes to function 129 (16, 17) . We found that a GO term analysis of the first three original PCs showed clear 130 dominance of the cell cycle. However, only the two dynamical components DC1 and DC2 that 131 create the annulus are heavily involved in the cell cycle, while the third dimension (DC3,  132 parallel to the cylinder axis) does not contain any cell cycle related GO terms (Table S1 ). This 133 supports the conclusion that we functionally isolated the cell cycle into two dimensions by a 134 simple rotation. In agreement with this result, we found that DC3 is almost devoid of clustering 135
with respect to the cell cycle phases ( fig. S1C ). These observations also apply to all additional 136 dimensions of PC space. 137
Due to the simplicity of the obtained shape of the cell cycle, ordering the cells by their 138 angle in a clockwise motion around the origin of the DC1-DC2-plane corresponds to the 139 temporal order of the cell's progression through the cell cycle. We divided the cycle into bins 140 with equal cell numbers in order to investigate the development of total UMI counts per cell 141 along the cycle. A sharp drop of average total UMI counts per cell by approximately a factor 142 1/2 occurs between the last and first bin of the cycle, at the overlap of G2.M and M.G1 cells 143 ( Fig. 2A) . This is where cell division happens, and the drop of average total UMI counts 144 strongly supports the temporal order of the cells derived by our algorithm. Measurements with 145 other cell populations and other choices of bin sizes exhibit a similar drop of total UMI counts 146 ( fig. S3E , S4E, S5E, S6E, S7). 147 We observed that well-known cell cycle regulators peak at the expected time point along 148 the cycle (Fig. 2B ). For example, PCNA expression (activated during the G1-S transition (2)) 149 rises during the end of G1 and beginning of S phase. The HIST1H4C gene exhibits a peak 150 towards the end of S phase. Moreover, the peak transcription of CCNA2 during G2 phase falls 151 in line with its role in guiding the cell through the S-G2 transition (2). The rising levels of 152 CDK1 and CCNB1 indicate the formation of the mitosis-promoting factor, which pushes the 153 cell into and through mitosis (2), hence they are expected to reach their maximum at the G2-M 154 transition, just as we observe. Increased transcription of CDC20 during M phase occurs due to 155 a negative feedback loop involving CDC20 which leads to the degradation of cyclin B causing 156 the cell to exit mitosis (2). Time courses for other highly variable genes in our dataset strongly 157 overlap with Cyclebase (18) (data not shown), confirming that the annulus and the implied 158 temporal order of cells correspond to the cell cycle. 159
The fact that we find the cell cycle in a two-dimensional annulus in transcriptome space 160
suggests that there are essentially two independent groups of genes, the interaction of which 161 4 drives the cell cycle (19) . Due to the linearity of our algorithm, the dynamical components DC1 162 and DC2 represent a core set of genes for these two groups ( fig. S8 ). Together, they comprise 163 170 genes with significant weights. 52 of these genes are found across all three cell types 164 investigated (HeLa, HEK, 3T3), most of which are well-known to be cell cycle-related . The  165  amount of joint cell cycle genes is in good agreement with other studies comparing multiple  166 cell types (20, 21). The well-known cyclin network provides one of the interactions between 167 DC1 and DC2. The representation of the cyclins in DC1 and DC2 is in agreement with their 168 biological function (described in more detail in Methods). Hence, our methods provide a basis 169 for extended mechanistic studies. 170
The cell's response to perturbations is described by the stability of the annular manifold 171 -the more stable the manifold is, the faster the cell returns to the unperturbed state. A manifold 172 that is dynamically stable is called an attractor. Mojtahedi should be tangential to the average trajectory. In Fig. 3B , we observe that the average RNA 197 velocities are indeed mostly tangential when plotted onto the average trajectory (also fig. S3D , 198 S4D, S5D, S6D). This strongly suggests that within the two-dimensional projection of the 199 attractor, single cells do in fact move on a simple circle, and that the direction of the motion 200 (but not necessarily the speed) is determined by transcription. 201
The motion of cells is most coherent during M phase and least directed near the end of 202 S and during G2 phase (Fig. 3A) . This points towards a tighter regulation of gene expression 203 during M phase forcing cells through a gene expression tunnel. Cells appear to be more variable 204
in their gene expression when exiting S phase and entering G2 phase. Similarly, we notice more 205 variance of movement direction during the first half of G1 phase and more directed movement 206 once the cells approach the G1-S transition (Fig. 3A ). These observations fall in line with the 207 behavior of the coefficient of variation (CV) of the radius along the cell cycle. We find 208
increased CV values during the beginning of G1 phase, the end of S phase and G2 phase (less 209 regulation), and lower CV values during the end of G1 phase and towards M phase (tighter 210 regulation) ( fig. S3F , S4F, S5F, S6F, S7). 211 We also characterized the motion of cells in the direction of the cylinder axis. During 212 G2 and M phase there is a clear upward motion in the direction of the cylinder axis ( Fig. 3C ). 213
During G1 phase there is a motion in the opposite direction, with a smaller magnitude than the 214 G2 and M phase motion. Hence, each time cells pass through the cycle, they move a little 215 5 upward but do not return. This motion is a drift parallel to the cylinder axis, which is not 216 periodic and much slower than the motion on the cycle. An inspection of the GO terms 217 associated with the cylinder axis suggests that response to environmental changes (e.g. change 218
of nutrients) and changes of the epigenetic state dominate the processes that cause the motion 219 parallel to the cylinder axis (Table S1 ). The quality of the separation of cell state dynamics into 220 cell cycle and slower processes depends on the depths of the sequencing data. Data sets with 221 lower depths (i.e. data set 2, data set 3 -see Table S2 ) do not always show the slow net drift 222 parallel to the cylinder axis but rather some periodic undulations in this direction as well. In 223 those cases, the data sets also exhibit some remaining cell cycle GO terms in the cylinder axis 224 direction, showing that the complete functional isolation of the cell cycle requires sufficient 225 sequencing depth. 226
In summary, the RNA velocity confirms our assumption that the cell cycle of individual 227 cells is well approximated by a circle and demonstrates that our analysis can separate fast cyclic 228 motion from slow drift, if a sufficient level of detail is achieved in the data. A simultaneous 229 upward motion in the direction of the cylindrical axis transforms the trajectories from circular 230 to helical motion on a hollow cylinder in transcriptome space ( Fig. 4 ). 231
Based on the distribution of cells along the cylinder axis, we can divide the three-232 dimensional cylinder into three parts and analyze the cycle separately in the bottom, middle and 233 top range of the cylinder height. The resulting average trajectories in all three ranges are very 234 similar (fig. S10). We also do not observe clustering of cells with respect to cell cycle phases 235
in the direction of the cylinder axis. Thus, cells appear to be capable of progressing through the 236 cycle independent of influences from cellular processes not represented in DC1 and DC2, such 237
as environmental conditions and epigenetic state, as represented by the direction of the cylinder 238 axis. Due to this isolation of cell cycle functionality into two dimensions and its decoupling 239 from other processes, discounting the cell cycle from data sets via our approach (i.e. subtracting 240 DC1 and DC2) should preserve biological information in the rest of the data accurately. 241
Our results offer a deep characterization of the transcriptome dynamics of the cell cycle, 242
including a simple method to order unsynchronized cells in time. Our analysis benefits from 243
the relatively high depth of our Drop-seq data. Interestingly, recent data based on sequential 244 single-molecule FISH (which has much higher RNA detection efficiency than single-cell RNA-245 seq) also supports our findings (24). Importantly, our analysis of cell cycle topology is based 246 on analytical methods that are linear and therefore preserve the geometry of the trajectory in 247 gene expression space. These geometrical properties of the trajectory are directly linked to 248 transcriptional regulation. The circular shape of the cell cycle trajectory effectively minimizes 249 curvature. High curvature of the trajectory in transcriptome space would indicate large 250 acceleration of gene expression, achieved by starting or terminating transcription of genes. Such 251 changes generally entail a large regulatory effort by the cell: signaling pathways have to be 252 activated, chromatin rearranged, transcription factors, cofactors and activators recruited, RNA 253 polymerases bound (7). The shape of the trajectory shows that the cell cycle has evolved to 254 avoid these efforts for many genes at the same time. Additionally, the simple cycle is the shape 255 of the trajectory guaranteeing that each gene is up-and down regulated not more than once 256 during the cell cycle. Since we obtain this shape in different cell types, this suggests a universal 257 design principle of the cell cycle. 258
The linearity of our algorithm is in contrast to non-linear analysis and visualization 259 methods (k-nearest-neighbors, UMAP, tSNE), which can be used to flatten more complex 260 manifolds onto a two-dimensional space. It is generally accepted that single-cell transcriptomic 261 profiles characterize an expression manifold embedded in the expression space of all genes. 262
Our work shows that, in our setting, the cell cycle is an independent, two-dimensional manifold 263 within the expression manifold. This begs the question whether the remaining expression 264 manifold can be reduced into further independent submanifolds. Finally, we note that if cells 265 have evolved "optimality principles" to traverse the cell cycle (as we have shown here) it is 266 tempting to speculate that similar optimality principles of gene expression trajectories may have 267 evolved for a large variety of biological systems -in essence for any developmental or cellular 268 6 differentiation process. Our method and conceptual framework may be useful to discover these 269 principles. 270 
309
Δz T (changes due to additional influences during one cell cycle period T) 
335
The transcriptome as a dynamical system 336 In the context of our considerations, the state of the transcriptome is completely described by the molecule 337 copy number of all species of transcripts in the cell. We can represent the state of the transcriptome of a 338 single cell in a coordinate system with as many axes as there are species of transcripts. The state of the 339 transcriptome is a point in this high-dimensional space. The cell changes its transcriptomic state again and 340 again over time. Hence, among its many other aspects, the transcriptome is also a dynamic system. Change 341 of state is motion along a trajectory in transcriptome space.
342
We recollect two general results of dynamic systems theory here. Firstly, the trajectory of a 343 dynamical system cannot intersect with itself (19). Secondly, the minimum number of dimensions required 344 to embed a trajectory (in conforming with the first point) is a lower bound for the number of ordinary 345 differential equations required to describe the dynamics (19, 26), or in other words a lower bound for the 346 number of independent players shaping the trajectory.
347
Trajectories of a periodic process are closed trajectories. In Fig. 1A , we show examples of such 348 trajectories in a two-dimensional transcriptome space and a three-dimensional space -two resp. three 349 genes participate in these toy dynamics. We consider first the example Fig 
353
The first three-dimensional example ( Fig. 1A .3) is more complicated than a circle. It is a type of 354 trajectory found in many dynamical systems and requires at least three dimensions to embed it. The 
373
We find the cell cycle trajectory in a plane in transcriptome space, i.e. it takes two dimensions to 374 embed it (see main text). This is the minimal number of dimensions required for periodic motion. Hence, 375 essentially two groups of genes interact to drive the cell cycle. The composition of our dynamical 376 components DC1 and DC2 represents a suggestion for these groups (fig. S8 ). Together, they comprise 170 377 genes with significant weights for the HeLa data set 1.1 (Table S2) 
397
We first filter the -by-(genes-by-cells) digital gene expression matrix to ensure every gene is 398 expressed in at least 5 cells and every cell included in the analysis expresses at least 500 genes. We then 399 normalize each column of by the total amount of UMIs ( within the -th cell and scale by a factor 10 , .
(2)
The entries in are referred to as counts per ten thousand (CPTT). They are displayed in Fig. 2B for 403 specific genes. Next, we take the logarithm of (11). This, we refer to as the logarithmic fraction matrix 
410
The average expression pattern P of each cell w.r.t. each bucket is defined as the vector whose -411 th entry is given by
For each row of that corresponds to a gene C P contained in bucket P , we now calculate 413 C P := cor l( ) f g S , , P m , (5) providing information on how well the expression of a single marker gene corresponds to the average 414 expression of its bucket (8). We discard all genes C P from our buckets for which C P < 0.2 as they are 415 deemed to behave differently than other genes within the bucket and thus do not contribute to inferring cell 416 cycle phases (8). This yields the buckets o P for ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}.
417
The phase assignment score for cell for phase is given by 
444
For a specific C ∈ • ž , we normalize the dispersion C according to all genes within the same bucket • ž :
Lastly, we define a gene to be variable iff 0.2 < C < 4 and 0.5 < ¡ C < 10. 
455
In order to apply PCA, we normalize (Eq. 3) row-wise so that genes are normalized across all cells.
456
Additionally, we reduce the data set to the variable genes (Eq. 10) giving us the normalized data matrix .
457
We first three PC scores for each cell are depicted in (Fig. 1A) . The representation of the data according to 467
PCs will be referred to as PC space.
469
Cell Cycle Score
470
We define a score to judge to what extent a specific PC for ∈ {1, . . . , ⋕ } is influenced by the cell 471 cycle. Let Á( be the -th PC score for cell . We divide all cells for ∈ {1, . . . , } into five clusters Ä P , 472 15 ∈ {1,2,3,4,5} according to their computationally inferred cell cycle phase ( . For a given PC , we then 473 calculate the mean P Á of the PC score for each individual cluster of cells .
(17)
We define Á to be our cell cycle score. We note that according to our previous assumptions Á is small for 481 a PC that is not influenced by the cell cycle. The least cell cycle influence we would expect for any PC 482 with Á = 0. If we assume that the cell cycle does in fact manifest itself within ≪⋕ PCs, then any 483 PC that is influenced by the cell cycle, should exhibit a significantly higher Á than the majority of PCs.
484
This is a relative score meaning that we are not assigning meaning to the absolute values Á of the 485 score. Only if we see significantly higher values in some components than the majority can we hypothesize 486 that these components are influenced by the cell cycle.
488
Rotation of Three-Dimensional Space
489
We want to rotate the PC space spanned by the first three principal components in order to find a two- 
Our goal is to find appropriate angles , such that the direction vector of the axis of the We want to rotate the PC space in an unsupervised manner. Our optimization is that after rotation of a 505 three-dimensional subspace spanned by components 6 , › , ¶ for C ∈ {1, . 
509
We now attempt to place all of these five points P into a single plane. Minimizing the distance of the five 510 points P to that plane is equivalent to minimizing the cell cycle score for the vector orthogonal to the 511 plane. The fact that such a plane exists is non-trivial. We will refer to the orthogonal vector corresponding 512 to the plane as the viewing axis.
513
The pair ( , ) defines a solid angle. We do a two-step optimization. First, we divide the total solid 514 angle of 4 into 10.000 bins of equal size. Utilizing the golden spiral algorithm (also referred to as 515 spherical Fibonacci grid) (30, 31), we generate 10.000 approximately equidistantly spaced points on a unit 516 sphere. Each of these points is a potential viewing axis. For each of them we calculate the corresponding 517 cell cycle score. The axis C , ∈ {1, … ,10.000} associated with the lowest cell cycle score is chosen to be 518 optimal.
519
As a second step, we refine the grid of potential viewing axes in a small neighborhood of C by 520 roughly the factor 6 6oeoeoe . Again, we find the viewing axis q ã̃ associated with the lowest cell cycle score and 521 choose this q ã̃ to be the viewing axis that becomes the vector Ð 0 0 1 Ó after rotation of the three-dimensional 522 subspace.
524

Generalization to Sequence of Rotations and Selection of Significant CC Components
525
So far, we have always assumed that PCA manages to place the cell cycle drivers within the first three 526 dimensions. This is unfortunately only true for sufficiently deep sequenced data sets. We have investigated 527 multiple Drop-seq data sets from HeLa, HEK and 3T3 cells where we find significant cell cycle scores for 528 more than three PCs. Therefore, it is necessary that we advance from a single rotation of a three-529 dimensional subspace to a sequence of three-dimensional rotations. We note that combining two rotation 530 matrices 6 , › again yields a rotation matrix = › • 6 .
531
We consider the cell cycle score for the first 50 principal components. We need to judge which of 532 these components are significantly influenced by the cell cycle. This comes down to an outlier detection 533 problem. We would in general expect to obtain most cell cycle scores close to zero with only a handful 534 significantly higher scores, implying cell cycle influence for those few components. We deviate from the (23) Let ì be the collection of Ä for which Á Ä is an outlier. Then any PC í ∈ ì ⊂ ç is considered to be a PC on 541 which the cell cycle has significant influence.
542
Our goal is to place the cell cycle influence into the first two components. Therefore, the first two 543 components always span the first two dimensions of the three-dimensional subspace we rotate. The third 544 dimension is spanned by a PC î ∈ ì ∖ {1,2}.
545
As an example, we assume our outlier detection found that PC1, PC2, PC3, PC5 and PC8 have 546 significant cell cycle scores. This yields ì ∖ {1,2} = {3,5,8} and implies that we require three subsequent 547 three-dimensional rotations. The first step is the same as described previously: We select the three-548 dimensional space spanned by PC1, PC2 and PC3, we find the optimal viewing axis for this subspace and 549 rotate the data set accordingly by a matrix 6 . This yields rotated-PC1, rotated-PC2 and rotated-PC3 where 550 the cell cycle score of rotated-PC3 was minimized and the cell cycle effects exhibited by PC3 previously 551 were ideally included into rotated-PC1 and rotated-PC2. In the next step, we select the three-dimensional 552 subspace spanned by rotated-PC1, rotated-PC2 and PC5 and find the optimal viewing axis such that the cell 553 cycle score is minimal in rotated-PC5. We obtain › . Finally, this is repeated with the newly rotated-PC1, 554 newly rotated-PC2 and PC8 yielding ¶ . In total, we have a sequence of three three-dimensional rotations 555 6 , › , ¶ which when combined are in fact realized by a single rotation matrix = ¶ • › • 6 .
556
We find that with this method, we are able to isolate cell cycle effects into just two dimensions for 557 all data sets investigated ( fig. S1B, S1C, S3B, S4B, S5B, S6B) . The algorithm is not influenced by batch 558 effects and will ignore such effects as long as the relevant cell cycle information is present and contained 559 within the first 50 PCs. We have set the boundary of 50 PCs as we have not yet found any data set that had 560 17 significant cell cycle scores past the 50th PC. The algorithm can be extended to include as many PCs as 561 desired. Only the detection of outliers has to then be adjusted to account for additional data points 562 influencing the outlier detection algorithm.
563
In the end, we find a new representation ñ of the data by multiplying a rotation matrix from 564 the left onto the representation (Eq. 15) via 565 ñ ∶= • = • # • (24) where is a sparse orthogonal matrix which causes cell cycle effects to be maximized in the first two 566 dimensions. The representation ñ of the data according to rotated PCs will be referred to as rotated PC 567 space.
569
Dynamic components
570
The dynamics of the cell cycle is the dynamics of the mRNA and protein concentrations of the cell. We 571 restrict our analysis to the mRNA concentrations. Neglecting noise, it can be described by a large system of 572 ordinary differential equations 573 ¢ò ¢{ = ( , ).
(25) Here denotes the vector of the mRNA concentrations, a vector of parameter values and denotes the 574 time variable. The dependence on captures also cell variability. In general, the time course of on the 575 manifold can be described by a system of differential equations for abstract variables = ( 6 , . . . , õ ) with 576 fewer components C than the large number of mRNAs:
The original data are related to the abstract variables by algebraic functions G 578 ( ) = d 6 ( , ), . . . , õ ( , )e.
(27) Such a description is useful, if very few C provide a good approximation of the time course, i.e. ≪ .
579
is an upper limit for the dimension of the manifold. There is a variety of methods of finding the abstract 580 variables (26, 32). Our results show, that the cell cycle dynamics (motion on the manifold) can be 581 represented in good approximation with = 2, described by differential equations for 6 and › : 582 6 = 6 ( 6 , › , ), › = › ( 6 , › , ), ".
(30) This is a simple but efficient approximation for the bin at the start of which the cell division is most likely 602 to take place due to the fact that we expect a sudden drop in average total UMI counts between cells about 603 to divide and the ones that just divided. The increase in average UMI counts per cell is in reality not linear 604 but we have seen during analysis of multiple data sets that this approximation is sufficient. 
615
We hypothesize that due to the large amount of data points within our data, we should have 616 sufficient and continuous coverage of the cell cycle. Due to the fact that experiments were done on 617 asynchronous data, we assume that the distribution of data points along the cell cycle is uniform in time 618 across the cell cycle period. We divide the cell cycle period into equal bins of size ∆ . The angle ∆ a cell 619 moves during the time ∆ is proportional to the angular velocity : ∆ = ∆ . We can conclude that the 620 velocity ∶= ¢ÿ ¢{ , with which we progress along a curve such as c ( ), is inversely proportional to phase 621 space density, since ∆ is proportional to the number of cells within a time bin. Hence, we progress more 622 slowly along a given trajectory where there is a large amount of data points present and vice versa. estimates. We note that we specifically do not observe discrete switches from one phase to another but 629 rather continuous transitions between them. The notations of cell cycle phases were created by scientists in 630 order to group processes and facilitate description of such.
631
Since we have previously defined the time point of cell division within our data, we can equate this 632 time point to the transition from M to G1 phase. In the previous section, we have argued that we can relate Assignment"). We choose = 1 and we obtain the extrapolated state matrix ex via 649 ex = • + (33) (see Eqs. 2, 32). Next, we transform the data to ex (Eq. 3) similarly as before 650 ex = log J (10 , • ex + 1).
(34) We then normalize ex for each gene across all cells according to the mean and standard deviation of each 651 gene in ex and limit ourselves to the variable genes found during our previous analysis which yields the 652 normalized extrapolated data matrix ex . Lastly, we transform the data points into the rotated PC space 
706
• # . We analyze the rotated weights from ñ and the difference to original weights from in order to 707 gain an insight into the cyclic object we found in two dimensions.
708
A GO term analysis (16, 17) of the first three rows of , which are the weights generating the first 709 three PCs, shows that all three PCs are highly dominated by cell cycle processes (see Table S3 , S4, S5). We 710 see highly significant -values suggesting that all three PCs are vital for the description of the cell cycle.
711
On the other hand, for the weights in ñ we observe that while DC1 and DC2 are still dominated 712 by cell cycle effects with highly significant -values, DC3 is completely free of cell cycle GO terms (see 713 
779
GO term
Description P-value FDR q-value Enrichment (N, B, n, b 
805
After the data is filtered by standard methods, we divide the cells into buckets with the help of marker 806 genes (8, 10). Next, we select variable genes (11) and apply PCA on the reduced data set. Afterwards, we 807 utilize a cell cycle score (Methods) to judge which PCs are influenced by the cell cycle. The significant 808 PCs are used to construct three-dimensional subspaces. We then choose an optimal viewing axis by 809 minimizing the cell cycle score along the viewing axis (Methods). The coordinate system is rotated linearly 
844
(E) Similar to the HEK data set, the drop in average total UMI counts along the cell cycle is less clear and 845 appears to happen slightly earlier than previous data sets. As before, we suspect additional noise 846 incorporated into the data set due to the shallower sequencing depth to be the cause for this. (F) The CV of 847 the radius has a peak around the blue and orange clusters within G2 phase. This suggests that the 848 synchronization to cell division might be slightly inaccurate. We also observe a severe peak of the CV 
